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POLISH GRAPHIC ART
DISPLAYED AT U CENTER

MISSOULA-A daring exhibition of contemporary Polish graphic art is on display at the
University of Montana.

The exhibition in the University Center will continue through

Aug. 17.
The group of 64 prints and 40 posters is the largest exhibition of art objects
arranged for viewing in the second floor gallery since the opening of the huge building
last winter.
The works are by distinguished graphic artists working in Poland today.

The posters,

essentially advertisements of operatic and theatrical events, assert themselves through
bold lines and large areas of solid color.
They demonstrate how the level of advertising art can be raised when fine artists
are willing to work in that field.
Many of the posters, which could be labeled "mod” today, might as well be found
adding imagination to a student’s room.

One poster announcing "Opera IVarszawska"

presents a profile of a man whose head is cut in half by a fiery abstraction.
Show prints range from the woodcuts of Stefan Suberlak, of national prominence, to
the lithographs of Lucjan Mianowski which show the Polish approach to the pop art movement.
Jerzy Panel/s woodcuts demonstrate simple patterns of black and white planes, broad
lines and angular spots.

Diametrically different are the subtle, ephemeral linoleum

block prints of Jozef Gielniak, whose surfaces appear to vibrate.
Halina Chrostowska, whose main themes are human figures in landscape backgrounds or
enclosed within limited interior spaces, combines brutal blacks and delicate grays in her
prints.
Two works are reminiscent of Picasso's style. A poster by Komedianci shows a
’■'Oman’s profile twisted and bent like the "Guitar Player" of Picasso's "Blue Period."
Suberlak’s print involves juxtapositions of half-man, half-dragon forms which hint at
"Guernica" by Picasso.
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